Alternative Radio w/David Barsamian: An internationally syndicated 1HR, weekly program interviewing humanitarians & progressive thinkers.

Background Briefing: Investigative journalism, exploring the issues of the day & examining society in a lively on-the-road documentary style.

Between the Lines: This program brings a diversity of voices to the airwaves.

Big Picture Science: Modern science research through lively & intelligent storytelling.

*Billy's Blues Hour: Bill Wist explores the history of the blues, from the old masters to contemporary favorites.

Blues America: From the Chico Chism Studio in Phoenix providing an outlet for Blues artists to share their stories.

Book Waves w/Richard Wolinsky: Book reviews.

Brad Cast w/Brad Friedman: Independent, investigative journalism, broadcasting, troublemaking and muckraking.

Building Bridges: Focuses on labor & community affairs. It tackles issues of the working class, where they work & live.

Classical Tones: Classical music w/ a Latin connection w/Spanish language commentary.

*Classical Music for Everyone: Gib Bernhardt’s foray into all forms of classical music, including local Lincoln Co. musicians.

Conversation Earth: Re-establishing a personal relationship w/food as part of a healing, regenerative process.

Counterspin: Examines the major stories & exposes what the mainstream media might have missed.

David Pakman Show: A multi-platform politics & news talk show.

Democracy Now w/Amy Goodman: An award winning show which gives access to people & perspectives rarely heard in U.S. corporate sponsored media.

Economic Update: Economics Professor Richard Wolff & guests discuss the current state of the economy, locally & globally.


First Voices Radio: A voice for indigenous issues, concerns, cultures, & customs.

Flip Side Radio: Celebrating the people, music & culture within the Chester, Pennsylvania community.

Food Sleuth: Discover how farm & food policies impact our environmental & public health. Learn the secrets to eating well.

From the Vault: From the Pacifica Radio archives highlighting unique music, performing arts, history & culture from it’s vast depository of legendary shows.

*FYI w/Franki Trujillo-Dalbey: Interviews w/community leaders, activists, & community service groups in Lincoln Co.


Latin Waves: Latin American news focused on building community across borders.

Letters and Politics: The program explores the history behind today’s major global and national news stories.

*Live Your WOW: Amber Rose Dulles, local practitioner, talks about ways you can live with chronic pain to thrive again by finding & living your WOW!

*Latin Corner w/Angel Jimenez & Ramiro Guerra: Listen in for an hour of all Spanish talk, Lincoln County community events, & music.

Local News & Weather w/Bill Dalbey: Local news stories from News Lincoln County, community press releases and NOAA weather reports.

Making Contact: Radio @ social justice issues as they relate to agriculture, food, civil liberties, globalization, the economy & education.

Mayo Clinic Radio: Broadcasting the latest medical & research information.

Moccasin Tracks: Moccasin Tracks has a focus on Native American issues & events.

*Music for all Ears w/Aracely Guerra: Aracely plays music from Latin America & across the Atlantic & Pacific.

*New Realities w/Alan Steinfield: The show discusses emerging hardships of spirituality in light of every imaginable perspective.

Night Flight: Classic Reggae, R&B, Calypso & more!

Oldies Time Machine: 50s-70s, plus “B” sides. Loaded with information the Baby Boomer generation will appreciate.


*Peacewatch/Global Alerts w/Gilbert Schramm & Franki Trujillo-Dalbey: Reviews the big stories (both foreign & domestic) that may have direct impact on your own security.

Planetary Radio w/Mat Kaplan: Interviews w/locals on the exploration of our solar system & beyond.

Progressive Spirit: Explores the intersection of Spirituality and Social Justice through interviews of scholars, activists, social justice and spiritual leaders on a plethora of topics.

Radio Curious: Over 600 half hour interviews on a curiously wide variety of topics prepared by host & producer Barry Vogel.

*Rhonda’s Rainbow Room w/Rhonda Jantzen: Providing the Rainbow community with inspiration, education, information & good humor.

Rising Up w/Sonali: Programming run by all women, bringing progressive news coverage rooted in gender & racial justice.

*Rock Through the Ages: DJ Dave Huntington’s newest music show highlighting the greatest songs in rock history.

Rootstock Radio w/Theresa Marquez: Exposes the realities of our broken food system & explores solutions.

See Change Radio: A nationally syndicated weekly radio/podcast covering the shift to social, environmental & economic sustainability.

Sojourner Truth w/Margaret Prescod: News & views on local, national & international policies & stories.

*Sonic Cafe w/Scott Clark: Eclectic mix of music & comedy covering over 8 decades of recorded music & 100 genres.

Sprouts: Stories & issues discussed by grassroots radio producers.

State of Belief: Discusses religion from a progressive perspective, w/compassion for the poor and needy.

*Stronger Together w/Carolyn & Steve Crandall: Providing a sense of community w/information that is fact based & accurate on a local & national level.

*Sunday Brunch: Spend Sunday morning with DJ Michael as he plays a variety of music.

*Talk of Toledo w/Billie Jo Smith: Interviews w/local Toledo business folks, community leaders, & more.

*The Oregon Music Connection w/Michael Frazier: Artists from Oregon with primary attention to those from the Oregon Coast.

The Ralph Nader Show: What’s happening in America, around the world & most importantly, what’s underneath it all.

The Thom Hartmann Program: He is a 4-time Project Censored-award winning-New York Times best-selling author. His national daily progressive radio talk show; now in it’s eighth year.

This Way Out: The international Lesbian & Gay Radio Station.

Train to Skaville: University of Michigan student run alternative broadcasting program featuring vintage ska music.


TUC Radio (Time of Useful Consciousness) w/Maria Gildard: Maria talks about the impact of big corporations on society.

*Turn the Tide with Lauren Leland: Inspirational environmental bettarmen by covering topics such as conservation, green living, social justice and activism.

*Where We Are in the Middle East w/Gilbert Schramm & Franki Trujillo-Dalbey: To inform our local audience on important Middle East politics, history and culture.

WINGS (Women's International News Gathering Service): News and current affairs program by and about women around the world.

With Good Reason w/Sarah McConnell: Examination of a wide range of topics with leading scholars.

* Indicates KYAQ Locally Produced Programming